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CDMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINA* 
16,4 (1975) 
EPIR-EFLECTIVE SUBCATEGORIES OF TOP NEED NOT BE OOlEUi-
POWERED 
H. HERRLICH, Bremen 
î batract: It is shown that there exists an epire-
fleetive full subcategory fi of TOP which is not co-
ve llpowered, and a full subcategory of B which ia stron-
gly closed under the formation of limits in B and hence 
eloaed under the formation of limits in TOP ""but ia not 
refleetive in B or TOP * 
fey yorda: (Epi)reflective subcategory, (strongly) under formation of limits, cowellpowered, TOP • 
AMS: 18A40, 54A10, 54B99 Ref. 2.: 2.726.21 
Answering a problem in £33, V. Kannan and M. Rajago-
pslan [4, 51 , V. TrnkovA til and V. Koubek [61 proved that 
there exists a propter class & of Hauadorff spaces such 
that any continuous map between members of K is either 
constant or an identity. This result has several remark-
able (unpleasant)) consequences. If A denotes the full 
subcategory of the category TOP of topological spaces 
and continuous maps whose objects are products of members 
of K , and if B denotes epireflective hull of K In 
TOP , i.e. the full subcategory of TOP whose members are 
subs paces ( = extremal aubobjecta) of members of A , then 
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the foiXowing hoXd: 
(X) A is a fuiX subcategory of TOP which is ciosed under 
the formation of iimits in TOP, but which is not re-
fieetive in TOP t 5], 
(2J B is an epirefiective subcategory of TOP which ia 
not coweXXpowered, 
(3) A ia a fuXX aubcategory of B which is strongly clo-
sed under the formation of limita in B , but which 
ia not reflective in B . 
Uaing the fact that every continuous mapa between A-ob-
jecta ia a projection [1], proof8 are atraightforward* 
These observations are especially interesting in view of 
the following propoaitions: 
(a) A full, isomorphism-closed subcategory 4 of a comp-
lete, wellpowered, and cowellpowered category B is 
epirefiective in B if and only if it is strongly 
closed under the formation of limits in B [2]# 
(b) If g is a complete, wellpowered and cowellpowered 
category, A is a full, isomorphism-closed subcate-
gory of C , and if the epirefiective hull B of A 
in C la cowellpowered, then the following hold: 
(1) A ia reflective in C iff A is closed under the 
formation of limits in C • 
(2) A has a reflective hvdl D in C, and D is simul-
taneoualy the epirefelctive hull of A in B and 
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the closure of A under the formation of limits in C . 
Hence, although the theory of ful l eplreflective (resp. mo-
re general E-reflective for suitable classes E' of epi-
morphisHns) subcategories of decent categories i s well under-
stood, we are not even able to characterize the f u l l , ref-
lective subcategories of TOF without using any smallness 
conditions. 
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